


















Review Date:
03/28/2013

JOHNSON TRUCKING LLC
U.S. DOT #: 1649958

Part C

Reason for Review:
Planned Action:

Parts Reviewed Certification:
325 382 383 387 390 391 392 393 395 396 397 398 399 171 172 173 177

Prior Reviews Prior Prosecutions Reason not Rated:CSA

Focused CR
Compliance Monitoring

1/5/2012
7/21/2010
10/14/2009
Unsat/Unfit Information
Is the motor carrier of passengers subject to the safety fitness
procedures contained in 49 CFR part 385 subpart A, AND does it
transport passengers in a commercial motor vehicle?
Does carrier transport placardable quantities of  hazardous materials?
Unsat/Unfit rule: Not Applicable

178 180

Remarks:
REASON FOR INVESTIGATION:
The reason for this investigation's assignment was that the carrier was deficient in the following BASIC(s) at the time of
assignment: Crash =  & Vehicle Maintenance = 95.4%.  The last CR performed on this carrier indicated Serious
Violations in part 391; therefore the Driver Fitness Basic was also investigated.  The original assignment date was
03/13/2013. The type of investigation originally assigned was onsite focused.  A Drug & Alcohol Supplemental Review was
not assigned (see caption below named “Controlled Substance and Alcohol Supplemental Review” for further information).

SCOPE OF INVESTIGATION:
The original assignment was an onsite focused investigation with no D & A Supplemental review based on two (2) Basics
at or above their intervention threshold, and Serious Violations in Part 391 on the last carrier review.  It was discovered that
the carrier's current data indicates two (2) BASIC(s) at or above their intervention thresholds.  At the time this investigation
was initiated (03/20/2013) the following BASIC(s) were at or above their intervention threshold: Crash =  & Vehicle
Maintenance = 95.4%.  This investigation remains a  onsite focused investigation.  There were no Red Flag Drivers noted
in the past 365 days.
CARRIER OPERATION DESCRIPTION: The carrier described its' financial condition as “not good” and is contemplating
bankruptcy at this time.  The gross revenue listed in Part A was provided by Bobby Jo Raferty, Office Manager.  The major
assets of the company include the trucks and trailers that are owned by the carrier.  The carrier is currently leasing the
office location in Monclova, Ohio.
Carrier Officials include:
Sole Member: Brandon R. Johnson.
Office Manager/Safety: Bobby Jo M. Johnson - Raferty.
This carrier hauls dry commodities in bulk (sand, stone, gravel, dirt, etc.) in a for-hire dump truck operation.  An example of
an Interstate trip was on 02/12/2013 when driver  made an interstate trip from Ida, MI to Toledo, OH.
Most of the drivers are currently in lay-off status, and will return to work in April.  This operation is seasonal, with the
busiest being during the spring to fall season.

Vice President
Corporate Contact: Bobby Jo Raferty 
Corporate Contact Title: 

Special Study Information:
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Review Date:
03/28/2013

JOHNSON TRUCKING LLC
U.S. DOT #: 1649958

Part C
The motor carrier was not involved in emergency relief efforts and did not operate under an exemption or waiver during the
past 365 days.
The company personnel responsible for safety management is/are: Brandon Johnson, Sole Member and Bobby Jo M.
Johnson - Raferty, Office Manager/Safety.  The carrier's previous Safety Director is no longer employed with the company.
It was advised to this Investigator by Bobby Jo Raferty, that the responsibility for compliance with the FMCSR would be
divided between Brandon Johnson and her-self.  It was further stated that they can not afford to pay a Safety Director at
this time.  Brandon Johnson has three (3) other DOT numbers assigned to him, two (2) of which were registrant only and
have been inactivated.  The third USDOT number assigned to Brandon Johnson is USDOT #1837368 - Unlimited
Recovery Solutions LLC, which is a separate operation which is currently using tractor trailer units to transport general
freight for hire.  Since the carrier had a total of four (4) separate USDOT numbers, and is currently contemplating going
out of business, and that they currently have a “Conditional” safety rating, the carrier was given the recommendation on
“Chameleon Activity Prohibited”.  The consequences of operating as a “Chameleon Carrier” were also discussed with the
carrier.
PRE-INVESTIGATION:
I scheduled this investigation on 03/18/2013. The appointment was made via Fax. The written appointment letter (Fax)
requested the following documents: Accident Register and files, MCS-90 Insurance Form (if for-hire or HM carrier), Drug
and Alcohol Data (if applicable), Driver Qualification Files, Driver's List, Records of Duty Status for the past 6 months,
RODS Supporting Documents, Maintenance Files, Equipment List, and DVIRs, Fleet Miles, Corporate Officials, and Gross
Revenue.  On 03/20/2013, I met with carrier official Bobby Jo Raferty at 2701 South Eber Road Suite B in Monclova,
Ohio.  This review was initiated on 03/20/2013 and was completed on 03/28/2013. This review took longer than
anticipated as another compliance review was initiated prior to this close-out; two (2) Safety Audits were conducted, the
weekend falling in between initiation and closeout dates and a possible false medical certificate being investigated.
CDLIS (DRIVER LICENSE) CHECK:
The carrier employs forty-five (45) drivers, all requiring CDL's to operate the carriers CMV's.  Per FMCSA guidance, while
CDLIS is non-functional, if driver qualification files are required to be sampled, then CDL verifications must be performed
on the number of qualification files sampled.    A total of eight (8) CDL verifications were attempted, as a total of eight (8)
driver files were sampled for the Driver Fitness Basic.  One (1) of the eight (8) drives holds an out of state CDL 
and could not be verified at this time.  No violations were noted with the other seven (7) drivers that were checked on the
Ohio BMV web site, with all indicating a “Valid” status.
DRIVERS WITH RED FLAG VIOLATIONS:
The carrier had no red flag driver violations in the past 365 days.
INVESTIGATION:
Full documentation is included in electronic form.
Fleet miles were provided by Bobby Jo Johnson-Raferty and were determined by latest 4 quarter IFTA reports.
PART 367:
All fees paid.
PART 382:
CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES AND ALCOHOL SUPPLEMENTAL REVIEW:
A Drug and Alcohol Supplemental Review was not performed.  The reason for no supplemental review is that the carrier
had a complete compliance review back in 2010 (within 5 years), with no serious violations noted.
There was a partial review of the drug and alcohol testing requirements for Post Accident Testing.  Of the carrier's three (3)
recordable accidents, one (1) required post accident testing.  It was found that on 04/05/2012, driver 
was in a recordable crash and was cited.  The carrier failed to have the driver tested as required, and furthermore did not
have a letter advising why the tests were not performed.  The carrier was given a process breakdown of “Tracking and
Monitoring”, as their failure to track and monitor this situation had caused a critical violation in this part.
PART 383:
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